Employers Health and CVS Health: A Smart Choice

Members of Employers Health benefit from collective strategy and group purchasing solutions that save time sourcing providers and save money on high-quality health services and products.

CVS Health offers an industry leading approach:
- Market-competitive financial guarantees year in and year out
- Plan design flexibility—no forced programs
- Multiple retail network options, including a broad network of more than 68,000 retail pharmacies
- 100% claims audit conducted by an independent third-party
- Implementation support and planning
- Data analytics and reporting support

Employers Health has subject matter experts with previous pharmacy benefit management experience. Our team helps members find strategies that maximize savings and care.

As many employers work to find solutions to slow their health care spending, the unique relationship between Employers Health and CVS Health is a smart choice to help control the rising cost of health benefits.

For More Information

To learn more about how Employers Health and CVS Health can benefit your plan, please contact your Employers Health representative.
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Value-added benefits

• A highly scrutinized contract, managed by EH legal and pharmacy experts, and evaluated and recommended to self-funded plans by leading regional and national consultants
• Annual pricing improvements, negotiated by EH with benchmarking from outside consultants, helping ensure your plan and participants don’t pay more than necessary due to outdated contract terms
• 100% annual claims audit helps ensure CVS Health is compliant with the contract and provides plans with documented evidence that helps fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities
• Contract performance management, including reconciliations of client-specific performance guarantees, rebates and pricing guarantees
• Flexible plan options, including various network, formulary and clinical management opportunities, balancing plan performance with participant satisfaction
• Proactive and collaborative management among the plan, its consultant, EH and CVS Health, creating a consistently high retention and satisfaction rating

CVS Health—helping people on their path to better health

As a pharmacy innovation company with an unmatched breadth of capabilities, CVS Health continually strives to improve health outcomes and lower plan costs. CVS Health is reinventing pharmacy to provide caring guidance and expertise, new cost-effective solutions and even more convenient access to care. You might not expect this from a pharmacy or a prescription benefit manager, but you can expect it from a pharmacy innovation company. That’s CVS Health—helping people on their path to better health. It's our purpose, our promise, our passion...every day.

CVS Health helps people on their path to better health with programs that get the medicine right—helping ensure evidence-based, cost-effective pharmacy care—and get the behavior right—engaging members using the best of science and consumer insights.

For More Information

To learn more about how your plan can benefit from Employers Health and CVS Health, please contact Employers Health at 614-336-2883.